When a trigram backoff language model is created from a large body of text, mgrams and bigrams that occur few times in the training t a t are often excluded from the model in order to de-Crease the model size. Generally, the elimination of n-grams with very low counts is believed to not significantly affect model performance. This project investigates the degradation of a trigram backoff model's perplexity and word error rates as bigram and trigram cutoffs are increased. The advantage of reduction in model size is compared to the increase in word e m r rate and perplexity scores.
. INTRODUCTION
Cumnt collections of text for statistical language model rraining arc making the sparse training data problem less serious for certain domains. such as ARPA's Wall Street Journal corpus, which is part of the 305 million word Nonh American Business News collection. The more training text that is used for language model creation, the more unique word sequences are encountered that must be stored in the model. Thus, as training text size increases, language model size necessarily increases, which can lead to models that are too unwieldy and memory-demanding to be of practical use. This overabundance of training data will allow us, or more comctly force us, to be selective in choosing the training data that we use to create our models. We explore two methods of training u t pruning that allow for compact and efficient creation of trigram backoff lanl guage models. The effects of the original amount of training data on a scalddown model is also investigated.
THE BACKOFF LANGUAGE MODEL
The backoff language model was developed by Kaa [2] to address the problems associated with sparse training data. Small counts result in unreliable estimates. The backoff model handles this type of sampling error by discounting the probability of low count even& and distributing the freed probability mass among unseen events.
As the amount of training text used to create the backoff model increases, the number of unique mgrams and bi,orams increases. The language model will necessarily takes up more memory in order to store the additional information from the training text At some point, the model's memory requirements will exceed any practical system capacity. Therefore, we can either limit the amount of training data we use to develop the model, or take from a large amount of training text that portion which leads to the most reliable word predictions.
PRUNING TECHNIQUES
Word sequences that occur the fewest number of times in a training text can lead to unreliable predictions. This idea has led to the popular cutoff method of training text reduction, where only information about the most frequently occurring bigrams and trigrams is included in the language model. This method will be explored in depth in Section 3.1. However, we also need to consider the word sequences for which the model would not make a good prediction if they were eliminated from the model. This idea has led to the development of the weighted difference method of training text Eduction, which will be introduced in Section 3.2.
The Cutoff Method
The cutoff method of training text pruning excludes from the Ianguage model those bigrams and trigrams that occur infrequently.
The motivation for this method lies in the argument that there is not much difference between a mgxam or bigram occurring once in a t a t of millions of words and it not occuring at all. Just In order to investigate the effects of raising bigram and mgram cutoffs, several models were created using the Carnegie Mellon Statistical Language Modeling Toolkit 1 4 1 . The word error rate (WER) and perplexity (PP) were calculated for each model. The perplexities of the scaled down models were computed using the official AFWA 1994 Language Model Development Set, and the word m o r rate was computed using CMU's Sphinx II system and the ARPA 1994 Hub 1 Acoustic Development Set (7387 words). Several models were created by pruning only trigrams. while othm incorporated bigram and mgram pruning. First, the amount of mgrams to be xetained in the model was determined, and then the cutoff was set to be the maximum cutoff possible so that all aigrams with a a u n t equal or less than the cutoff plus some number with a count of (cutoff-cl) were removed from the model. The trigrams cut out at level (cutoff+l) were the first ones encountered in an alphabetized list.
For combined bigram and trigram pruning, the number of bigrams retained in the model was as close as possible to the number of mgrams in the model. The bigram and mgram cutoffs were chosen so that these desired totals could be met, resulting in bigram and mgram cutoffs that were not necessarily the same.
The Weighted Difference Method
If an n-gram is not present in the model, the model uses a backedoff probability estimate in place of the original estimace. As can be seen from these figures, the models created w i t h the weighted difference method have significantly lower perplexity values than for the cutoff models, but the perplexity rises in the same manner in both cases. The word error rates for the weighted difference models are almost always lower than that of the cutoff models, but the significance of the difference is questionable. We can say with confidence that using the weighted difference method is at least as good as the cutoff method, and generally yields improved perplexity and word error rates over the cutoff method. b model size reduction a feasible practice? We see in Table 2 that significant memory reduction can be achieved. Certainly, for particular applications, the increase in WER is worth the savings in memory.
EEFECTS OF DE'FEXENT AMOUNTS OF TRAINING DATA
In order to verify that using more training data and then pruning it down is a better approach than just starting with a smaller body of training data, three different sized data sets were defined and used to create models of the same site. The first data set consists of Wall Street Joumal data (1992 -1994) , the same data set whose results are shown above. The second data set is a subset of the first data set, consisting of 28.5 million words of Wall Smet Joumal data from 1993 -1994. The third set is yet a smaller set, 6.5 million words of 1994 Wall Street Joumal data. Several language modeis of approximately the same size were computed with the three data sets using both the cutoff and weighted difference methods, pruning as many bigrams and @@gams as necessary in order to reach the desired size. For the third set of data (6.5 million words), the largest memory data point represents a (0-0) model, where no pruning has occurred at all. For all three sets, the weighted difference method generally outperformed the cutoff method in terms of perplexity and word error rate.
million words of
Figures 5 and 6 show the weighted difference results for all three data sets. It can clearly be seen that the 6.5 million word models perform significantly worse than the models originally created from 45.3 and 28.5 million words. The difference between the first and second data sets is not as significant, yet the larger data set does do slightly better. There arc several factors that need to be considered when analyzing the results of Figures 5 and 6 . Fist of all, the three data sets do not come from the same distribution. There is a time shift present, in that the data that is added to the 6 5 million words to get the 285 and 45.3 million words is older data. If a significant change of style or content has occurred over time for that source, the statistics of the older data may be less helpful in modeling probabilities due to bigram and trigram frequencies that do not accurately reflect the current frequency distributions of the language source. In fact, we found a consistent 10% perplexity inmase when the 65 MW of 1994 data was replaced by a comparable amount of 1992 data. In previous work ([SI), we found a similar effect on the OOV rate. 
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CONCLUSION
From the results presented in the previous sections, we can conclude that, at least in this domain:
Training text pruning can be used to build compact and efficient language models that require significantly less memory than language models built from complete training text.
As model size decreases, the weighted dilTercnce method of training text pruning results in a significantly smaller perplexity increase than the cutoff method.
As model size decreases, the weighted difference method of training text pruning generally results in a slightly smaller word e m r rate inmase than the cutoff method.
Using more training data, up to at least 25 -30 million words initially, and then pruning it down is a better approach than just starting with a small amount of training data, as long as the training text does not contain significant style changes and the pruning is not severe (at least 2MB nmaining). Beyond 25 million words, the amount of tminhg data does not have a noticeable effect 
